
• Exact amount determined by FWC, FCT, 
DSL and Osceola County

• Likely in range of $2 – 3 million for 
restoration

• Management funding 10-15 years at least 
$200,000 per year
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FW: Turkey Rustic Acres Osceola Parkway Extension citizen comment

Tue 11/19/2019 9:02 PM

Patricia Catello lives in Rustic Acres, a neighborhood heavily impacted by
Tavistock developments.  Across Boggy Creek Road from their house, behind a
tall fence, "Tavistock Neighborhood N7 is being cleared.  The tree with the
working eagle nest disappeared overnight.  Peering over the fence the
Catellos watched the dredge and fill of pond and wetlands.  They took a look
because wildlife in increasing numbers have been fleeing into or over their
yard, turkeys and deer and hawks.  They began trapping or saving what they
could: 17 armadillos, 5 raccoons, 4 possums, two owls, a gopher tortoise.
What they could trap, they took to the only place left where these animals
could live:  Split Oak Forest.  The Catellos want to see the road avoid
Split Oak Forest.  They are thinking of moving.

-----Original Message-----
From: PATRICIA CATELLO <peaches80@me.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 6:34 PM
To: jimerwin9@gmail.com
Subject: Turkey rustic acres

JE     
Jim Erwin <jimerwin9@gmail.com>
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Start Date End Date IP Address Name Address Email Address Phone Number

2019-11-19 18:25:24 2019-11-19 18:54:47 174.227.134.252 Sonia Lemos 12840 Roberts Island SLemosldg@gmail.com 8606149107

2019-11-19 18:11:17 2019-11-19 18:54:23 174.227.130.135 Vanaja Ragavan 12502 Lake Mary Jane Road 610-220-0965

2019-11-19 16:52:43 2019-11-19 18:48:06 174.227.136.162 Dan Willems 13215 Lacebark Pine Rd. Orlando, FL32832 danandcarriewillems@gmail.com 3166506507

2019-11-19 17:57:26 2019-11-19 18:25:21 174.227.134.48 Sara Fevold 3160 Whisper Wind Dr, St. Cloud, FL. 34771 sara_fev@hotmail.com 952-381-7221

2019-11-19 18:03:45 2019-11-19 18:25:15 174.227.134.252 Mitch Fevold 3160 Whisper Wind Dr. fevold26@yahoo.com 4798660260

2019-11-19 18:00:50 2019-11-19 18:11:10 174.227.130.135 R Boots Box700597 rwb5350@yahoo.com

2019-11-19 16:53:03 2019-11-19 18:05:51 174.227.6.218 James timko 14740 Bayonne rd Orlando fl timkovette82@gmail.com 4074735752

2019-11-19 16:53:40 2019-11-19 18:03:42 174.227.134.252 Seth 9959 sbrauner6644@gmail.com 5612327549

2019-11-19 17:21:13 2019-11-19 18:00:46 174.227.130.135 Terry Burke 13554 lake Mary Jane road tlb111@bellouth.net

2019-11-19 16:53:21 2019-11-19 17:57:20 174.227.134.48 Don Mathis 14024 bramble bush ct don.mathis@cfl.rr.com 4072737289

2019-11-19 16:54:44 2019-11-19 17:46:57 174.227.5.140 Leo Jae kim 14003 Myrtlewood Drive leojaekim@hotmail.com 4079608042

2019-11-19 16:54:23 2019-11-19 17:46:47 174.227.13.143 Melissa Kim 14003 Myrtlewood dr. lemelissalee@hotmail.com 4079272153



Comments:

Full restoration to match the quality of Split Oak. Ongoing maintenance of these lands. PLUS Connectivity of both uplands and wet lands to other nearby preserves such as Hal Scott, TM-Econ Mitigation Bank, Lake Lizzie Preserve, Lake Preston and Lake Conlin

Split Oak Minimization Route with full compensation including a) full restoration of theses lands to match the quality of Split Oak b) Ongoing maintenance of these lands c) demand connectivity of both uplands and wetlands to other nearby preserves such as Hal Scott, Lake Lizzie and Lake Prestin

I would like to request the Split Oak Minimization Route with full Compensation including:  a) Full restoration of these lands to match the quality of Split Oak  b) Ongoing maintenance of these lands  c) Connectivity of both uplands and wetlands to other nearby preserves of Hal Scott, Lake Lizzie, and Lake Preston

I am in favor of the Split Oak minimization route.

I want the split oak minimization route.

Just need to get something done-as normal our government has the cart before the horse

I support the split oak minimization route to protect 1500 acres of conservation land.

Remember, when president Eisenhower passed the interstate act back in the 50s, the emerging road system tore through many forests and people’s “backyards” as long as developers continue to build homes and central Florida continues to grow, we need an ever more advanced more road and rail system to meet the challenges of the 21st century, the needs of the many must outweigh the needs of the few or the one

Figure 1 split oak minimization plan with full restoration of these lands to match  Ongoing maintenance of these lands  Plus connectivity of both upland and wetlands to nearby preserves

Prefer split oak minimization option with a full compensation package including full restoration of these lands to match quality of split oak; ongoing maintenance of these lands; plus connectivity of both uplands and wetlands to other nearby preserves such as Hal Scott, TM-Econ mitigation bank, lake Lizzie preserve, lake Preston, and lake conlin

I support the Split Oak Minimization route only if it includes the following:  A- full restoration of these lands to match the quality of split oak  B- ongoing maintanence of these lands  C-plus connectivity  of both uplands and wetlands to other nearby preserves such as Hal Scott, tm-Econ mitigation bank, lake Lizzie preserve, lake Preston, lake colin

I support Th Split Oak Minimization Route only if I included the following:  A- Full Restoration of these lands to match the quality of Split Oak  B- Ongoing Maintenance of these lands  C- Plus Connectivity of both uplands and wetlands to other nearby preserves such as Hal Scott, TM-Econ Mitigation Bank, Lake Lizzie Preserve, Lake Preston, & Lake Conlin .



Remember, when president Eisenhower passed the interstate act back in the 50s, the emerging road system tore through many forests and people’s “backyards” as long as developers continue to build homes and central Florida continues to grow, we need an ever more advanced more road and rail system to meet the challenges of the 21st century, the needs of the many must outweigh the needs of the few or the one


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































